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A new approach to double electron-electron resonance (DEER) for distance determination involving nitroxide spin labels at
dilute concentrations is presented. In general, DEER pulse sequences rely on double resonance between pump and observer
spins excited by selective pulses at two distinct microwave frequencies. In the new approach abbreviated as nDEER, non-selective
chirp pulses that refocus all relevant spin pairs are combined with DEER. This non-selective refocusing results in suppression
of unmodulated contributions, such as the constant contribution as well as the background curvature due to inter-molecular spin
partners in ordinary DEER data. Due to this dipolar attenuation effect, primary nDEER data are closer to the dipolar modulation
of primary interest than ordinary DEER data. Restrictions of nDEER are that secondary information related to these unmodulated
contributions becomes difficult to retrieve. Accordingly, incomplete deconvolution of the inter-molecular background prevents
the application of nDEER to rigid spin pairs at high concentrations. A key advantage of nDEER is the high fidelity of the chirp
refocusing pulses, which is important for nDEER schemes that incorporate dynamical decoupling to access longer distances. In
this context, nDEER with Carr-Purcell (CP) pulse trains having N = 2 and N = 4 refocusing pulses are demonstrated. These CP
nDEER sequences require a total of N + 2 pulses, which is less than the 2N + 1 pulses required for CP DEER schemes. The
pump pulse position is incremented throughout the refocusing pulses, which restricts the minimum time increment to 96 ns on
our spectrometer and therefore complicates application to distances below 3 nm. At Q-band frequencies, unwanted modulations
related to pulse imperfections contribute only 3.5% relative to the principal nDEER modulation. Accordingly, there is no need
for dedicated data reconstruction methods as in CP DEER methods.

1 Introduction

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) techniques based on
pulsed microwave excitation allow for spectroscopic separa-
tion of the dipolar interaction between electron spins. This
capability has become a reliable tool for determining spatial5

spin conformations in the lower nanometer range. In partic-
ular, structural information can be obtained from biomacro-
molecules containing native paramagnetic co-factors or spin
tags introduced by site-directed mutagenesis1–4. The most
common approach employs diamagnetic molecules labeled10

with a pair of nitroxide spin labels. For such samples, inter-
spin distances ranging from 2 nm to 8 nm can be probed using
established techniques5.
A wide-spread pulse sequence for time-variable evolution un-
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der the dipolar interaction is the four-pulse double electron- 15

electron resonance (DEER) sequence6. This sequence is
based on the principle of double-resonance7, where pulses at
two distinct frequencies are applied to observe and pump the
spins. The spin dynamics of this experiment are controlled by
pulses which can excite each of two coupled spin partners in- 20

dividually. Accordingly, DEER is based on selective pulses8.
There are also other pulse sequences where the spin dynamics
are due to non-selective pulses that excite both coupled spins
simultaneously9. Contemporary examples include the six-
pulse double-quantum coherence (DQC) experiment10 and the 25

four-pulse single-frequency technique for refocusing dipolar
couplings (SIFTER)11. A challenge in these experiments is
that non-selective pulses should excite the entire EPR spec-
trum for best data quality, which is barely possible for nitrox-
ides using monochromatic pulses that excite at most a band- 30

width of 100 MHz4,12.
Within the last decade, fast arbitrary waveform generators
(AWG) made pulse shaping at microwave frequencies pos-
sible13–15. For pulsed EPR, this led to enhanced excitation
bandwidth by means of either optimal-control pulses16 or 35

frequency-swept (chirp) pulses17,18. The majority of such
experiments to date were performed using frequency-swept
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pulses, which previously found a number of application in nu-
clear magnetic resonance experiments19. In general, the per-
formance of frequency-swept pulses can be characterized by40

means of their (minimum) adiabaticity factor Qcrit
20. Within

Landau-Zener-Stückelberg-Majorana (LZSM) theory21,22, an
equivalent pulse flip angle βLZSM due to the passage through
the resonance condition can be computed from Qcrit, which
serves as an estimate for the experimental flip angle23.45

With respect to distance determination, the substitution of
monochromatic pulses by broadband frequency-swept pulses
brought several improvements. First, chirp pump pulses
in DEER and related experiments revealed enhanced dipo-
lar modulation depths when pumping spins with a broad50

spectral distribution, such as transition metal or lanthanide
ions17,18,24–26. Second, the broader excitation bandwidth of
the pulses considerably improved data quality of SIFTER ex-
periments using nitroxides27 and has put two-dimensional ex-
tensions thereof within reach28. Third, shaped pump pulses55

turned out to be favorable for DEER sequences with multi-
ple pump pulses that incorporate dynamical decoupling29,30.
These sequences aim for a longer phase memory time to ac-
cess longer inter-spin distances by employing a Carr-Purcell
(CP) train of N refocusing pulses29. In particular, the CP train60

refocuses temporal fluctuations of the hyperfine fields of sur-
rounding nuclei having fluctuation time scales on the order of
the pulse spacing31,32. However, these pulse sequences re-
quire N pump pulses which should ideally flip the pumped
spins N times with probability close to 100%. The pump65

pulses thus require a highly frequency-selective excitation
profile, especially for N > 2. To date, the largest N of three
has been achieved by the seven-pulse DEER sequence using
three frequency-selective pump pulses with hyperbolic-secant
modulation functions30. In all CP DEER results presented so70

far, non-ideal performance of the pump pulses introduced arti-
facts with amplitudes beyond the noise level18,29,30,33, so that
dedicated post-processing30 or additional experiments29 are
required.
In this work, we aim for a new pulse sequence that shows bet-75

ter scaling towards dynamical decoupling than the previous
approaches. This new sequence is based on both non-selective
and selective pulses. In this way, the sequence still employs
double resonance between pumped and observed spins as de-
fined by selective pulses at two frequencies. However, all re-80

focusing pulses are non-selective and invert both the pumped
and the observed spins. In particular, the refocusing pulses
in DEER sequences are substituted by chirp pulses having
a bandwidth that covers both the observed and the pumped
spins. The pump pulse as well as the first observer π/2 re-85

main monochromatic pulses. We refer to the resulting pulse
sequences as non-selective DEER, which is abbreviated by
nDEER.
Experimentally, nDEER sequences were tested with a rigid ni-

troxide ruler using a high-power AWG spectrometer at Q-band 90

frequencies around 34 GHz, as described in Section 2. The
differences between ordinary four-pulse DEER and the corre-
sponding nDEER sequence with two chirp refocusing pulses
are analyzed in Section 3. In this context, we will refer to
four-pulse DEER as DEER4, whereas the nDEER equivalent 95

will be referred to as nDEER4. In Section 3.1, we constitute
four apparent differences between primary data of DEER4 and
nDEER4. The theoretical analysis that follows in Section 3.2
explains these four experimental observations and additional
aspects specific to nDEER. 100

The extension of nDEER to dynamical decoupling is pre-
sented in Section 4, where sequences with up to N = 4 non-
selective refocusing pulses will be demonstrated experimen-
tally. For these sequences, we will use the nomenclature CP2-
nDEER and CP4-nDEER to refer to nDEER with N = 2 and 105

N = 4 refocusing pulses, respectively.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample preparation

A nitroxide-ruler holding two nitroxide spin labels at a dis-
tance of about 4.0 nm was used. The synthesis and EPR 110

characterization of this ruler are detailed elsewhere34,35. The
chemical structure of the ruler is shown below in Fig. 1. For
all EPR experiments, the compound has been dissolved to a
concentration of 50 µM in a deuterated ortho-terphenyl ma-
trix, which provided extended phase memory times around 21 115

µs at the measurement temperature of 50 K. Prior to glass
formation by shock-freezing in liquid nitrogen, the sample
tube was heated beyond the melting point of ortho-terphenyl
around 60◦ C.

Fig. 1 Structure of the nitroxide-ruler used in this study34,35.

2.2 Experimental 120

All Q-band experiments have been performed on a home-
built high-power ultra-wideband X/Q-band AWG spectrom-
eter28,36. This spectrometer features versatile pulse sequence
programming and synthesis by a 8 GSa/s AWG as well as ac-
quisition of averaged echo transients with a short data transfer 125

time on the order of 1 ms. A home-built loop-gap resonator
having a loaded quality factor around 120 and accepting 1.6
mm outer-diameter sample tubes was used. The measurement
temperature was 50 K and the repetition time was 4 ms. The
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static field was set to 1.243 T, unless the experiment required a130

swept field. Under these conditions, the nominal pulse power
of 200 W delivered by the power amplifier provided peak field
strengths ν1 up to 110 MHz for spin excitation.
Monochromatic pulses for selective excitation or refocusing
had durations of 12 ns and the frequency separation between135

pump and observer was 100 MHz (see also Fig. 2b). The
non-selective chirp refocusing pulses for nDEER swept their
frequency over a range of ∆ f = 330 MHz and compensated
for the experimental resonator profile ν1( f ) by adaptation of
the frequency modulation function17. These pulses had dura-140

tions of 64 ns and the leading and trailing flanks were apodized
sinusoidally during trise = 10 ns37. With these parameters, a
critical adiabaticity Qcrit = 8.0 was achieved. For a two level
system, this corresponds to an adiabatic pulse with a nominal
flip angle βLZSM = 179.79◦ 23.145

The sequence timings used for DEER and nDEER experi-
ments using the selective and non-selective pulses described
above are illustrated graphically aside the experimental re-
sults. The values for the timings are found in the correspond-
ing figure captions. These sequences have in common that the150

dipolar evolution time t was incremented in steps of ∆t = 96
ns. With a net evolution window on the order of 22 µs, as
used predominantly within this study, the dipolar modulation
was therefore sampled by at least 230 data points. Moreover,
the raster was set such that more than three of these data points155

sampled the dipolar evolution for negative t for dead time free
acquisition. For nDEER, the time raster of the pump pulse was
chosen such that there was always a time gap of at least tgap
= 10 ns between the pump pulse and any of the non-selective
refocusing pulses. To fulfill this criterion for all refocusing160

pulses, the delay between subsequent refocusing pulses was
set to a multiple of 2∆t.
Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, the high-power ampli-
fier has been left in its active state during application of the
pulses, i.e. from the first until the last pulse. For pulse se-165

quences with total duration beyond 54 µs, echoes vanished
abruptly due to a gating limitation of our high-power ampli-
fier. In principle, it is possible to circumvent such limitations
by gating each pulse individually. However, we would ex-
pect complications of such an approach with respect to the CP170

nDEER sequences that are presented in Section 4, where pulse
skipping would merge the gates into one single gate. On our
spectrometer, this instrumental limitation currently restricts
the maximum time window that can be recorded by CP2-
nDEER and CP4-nDEER to 36 µs and 31 µs, respectively.175

See also Section 5 of the ESI† for a potential workaround.
Phase cycling was used to reject unwanted coherence transfer
pathways. For the non-selective CP refocusing pulse trains,
we made use of two-step and four-step cycles to select co-
herence order changes of 2, namely o2.2 = [+(+x) +(-x)] and180

o2.4 = [+(+x) -(+y) +(-x) -(-y)]. Here and in the following,

oc.n denotes a phase cycle that selects order c and has n steps.
We applied the o2.2 cycle to the first refocusing pulse in the
case of two refocusing pulses5. In the case of four refocusing
pulses, the o2.2 cycle was applied to the third pulse and the 185

o2.4 cycle to the preceding two pulses5. In every DEER and
nDEER experiment, we additionally cycled the first pulse by
an o1.2 = [+(+x) -(-x)] cycle. Moreover, since the coherent
pump pulse on our spectrometer causes additional echoes33,
the pump pulse was cycled by the four-step cycle o0.4 = [+(+x) 190

+(+y) +(-x) +(-y)].
Overall, an ordinary four-pulse DEER experiment thus had an
eight-step cycle. For nDEER with four refocusing pulses, 256
phase cycling steps resulted. To compare the various experi-
ments at an identical number of sequence repetitions, the shots 195

per data point have been adapted. Accordingly, DEER was ac-
quired with 128 shots per point, while nDEER with four refo-
cusing pulses was acquired with 4 shots per point. The number
of total sequence repetitions, i.e. the number of sequence av-
erages, is indicated in the figure captions, where experimental 200

data are presented. With our typical parameters, acquisition of
one single average took on the order of 15 minutes.
Notice that while an experiment was running, there were no
delays due to data transfer, since averaged echo transients
were transferred to the host computer within the sequence rep- 205

etition time of 4 ms, even if only 4 shots per point were used.
Our spectrometer can therefore acquire echo transients of ni-
troxides without noticeable interrupts, which is a feature that
is missing on other pulsed EPR spectrometers available in our
lab. 210

However, the increased number of phase cycles expressed
itself during sequence compilation. In particular, a typical
nDEER pulse sequence with four refocusing pulses needed to
be performed as two experiments with 128 phase cycling steps
each. Each of these sub-blocks required 354 MSa of digital 215

data to be synthesized by the AWG, which corresponded to
17% of the available digital data memory on our AWG. More-
over, the 354 MSa of digital data was segmented in 218.82 indi-
vidual blocks, where the maximum number of such individual
blocks on our AWG was 219. The preparation of such a pulse 220

sequence required 76 s, where most of the time was spent on
the host computer to calculate the digital waveforms that de-
fine the entire pulse sequence. For DEER4, the preparation
time of the entire experiment was only 9 s, since the smaller
number of phase cycles and pulses required less digital wave- 225

forms to be computed.
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3 Dipolar modulation with non-selective refo-
cusing

3.1 Experimental results

In order to analyze the spin dynamics under non-selective re-230

focusing, ordinary four-pulse DEER experiments (DEER4)
are compared to four-pulse DEER with non-selective refocus-
ing (nDEER4). The pulse sequence used for this purpose is
illustrated in Fig. 2a. The upper part of the illustration depicts
the timing of the four pulses. In the lower part, the pulses used235

in DEER4 and nDEER4 are differentiated by their color cod-
ing. In particular, the refocusing pulses  and ¯ are different
in DEER4 and in nDEER4, whereas the pulses ¬ and ® as
well as the pulse timing are identical.
The experimentally obtained excitation profiles of the pulses240

used in DEER4 and nDEER4 are illustrated in the upper part
of Fig. 2b, where the color coding from panel a is used. The
monochromatic pulses were centered with respect to the pump
and observer frequencies at 34.8 GHz and 34.9 GHz, respec-
tively. In analogy to our previous work at X band36, the peak245

inversion efficiency related to frequency-swept pulses was
larger than the peak inversion efficiency related to monochro-
matic pulses. Nevertheless, the experimental inversion effi-
ciency of the chirp refocusing pulse was below the theoretical
expectation for a two-level system. In particular, one would250

expect an inversion efficiency of 99.9997% for the critical adi-
abaticity Qcrit = 8 achieved by the Q-band pulse23. Experi-
mentally, however, the inversion efficiency ranges from 96%
to 98%. For nitroxides at X-band frequencies, larger exper-
imental inversion efficiencies virtually reaching 100% have255

been observed (see Fig. 1 in ref.36).
The lower part of Fig. 2b shows the positioning of all pulse ex-
citation profiles with respect to the nitroxide spectrum (black)
and with respect to the resonator profile (gray). The black as-
terisk marks a spectral impurity due to E’ centers in the clear260

fused quartz sample tube.
For both DEER4 and nDEER4, the timing t of the pump pulse
can be set such that evolution under the dipolar coupling is re-
focused. For DEER4, this corresponds to t = 0 and the real
component of the FT of the spin echo obtained at t = 0 is265

shown in orange in Fig. 2c. The frequency offset along the
abscissa is here the frequency difference with respect to the
observation frequency. The spectral impurity is also seen in
this FT spectrum and is again indicated by an asterisk. For
nDEER4, the dipolar evolution is refocused for t = τ2−τ1 (see270

below) and the FT of the spin echo in this case is illustrated by
the solid blue curve in panel c. The dashed blue curve is the
FT echo spectrum acquired in absence of the pump pulse Â.
To exclude the spectral impurity in DEER results, the spin
echoes were evaluated by integration of the FT spectrum over275

a range from 0 MHz to 75 MHz frequency offset (see the hor-
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Fig. 2 The four-pulse DEER sequence with selective (DEER4) and
non-selective (nDEER4) refocusing. (a) Pulse sequence timing,
where τ1 = 400 ns and τ2 = 11 µs was used. The Gaussian profiles
indicate the primary and the refocused primary echo. The pulses
have their flip angles indicated above. The pulse labels À - Ã as
used for DEER4 and nDEER4 are color-coded at the bottom. (b,
top) Experimental pulse profiles, using the color coding of panel a.
(b, bottom) Field-swept spectrum cast in frequency scale (black)
and experimental resonator profile ν1( f ) (gray). The asterisk
denotes a spectral impurity originating from E ′ centers in the sample
tube. (c) Real component of the FT of the DEER4 (orange) and
nDEER4 (blue) refocused primary echo. The solid curves were
recorded at t = 0 and t = τ2− τ1, respectively. The abscissa denotes
the offset with respect to the observation frequency. The dashed blue
curve is the nDEER4 echo without the pump pulse ®. The black
horizontal ruler denotes the 75 MHz frequency integration range
used to determine echo amplitudes V (t). The asterisk denotes the
position of the spectral impurity. (d) Real (solid) and imaginary
(dashed) components of DEER4 and nDEER4 signal, with color
coding as in panel c. The two horizontal gray curves correspond to
DEER4 (upper curve) and nDEER4 (lower curve) recorded without
the pump pulse ®. All data recorded within 15 min each (one
sequence average) and normalized to DEER4 without pump.
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izontal ruler). Up to differences in the spectral amplitudes be-
tween the DEER4 and nDEER4 echo FT, the nDEER4 echo
signal had a larger bandwidth as compared to the DEER4
echo, which is explained by the increased inversion bandwidth280

of the refocusing pulses (see panel b). Moreover, the maxi-
mum of the FT of the nitroxide echo is not centered at zero
frequency offset with respect to the observation frequency,
both for DEER4 and nDEER4. This is due to the nitroxide
lineshape and due to the frequency-dependent coupling by the285

resonator.
Fig. 2d shows real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) components
of the DEER4 (orange) and the nDEER4 (blue) signal. Both
curves were obtained by integration of the FT echo spectra as
detailed in panel c. In addition to the principal DEER4 and290

nDEER4 signals, two curves are shown in gray. The upper
curve corresponds to DEER4 without the pump pulse ® and
serves as normalization for all data shown in this plot. The
lower curve is the echo amplitude of nDEER4 in absence of
the pump pulse ®.295

Based on these experimental results, we make the following
observations:

I. The dipolar evolution in DEER4 and nDEER4 is refo-
cused at different times t. With the four-pulse DEER se-
quence timing in particular, the nDEER4 signal refocuses300

(almost) at the end of the DEER4 trace, and vice versa.

II. The pump pulse in DEER4 results in a reduction of
the echo amplitude due to dipolar modulation and off-
resonance effects, as is seen when comparing the signals
with and without the pump pulse ®. In nDEER4, this305

situation appears reverse. In particular, the pump pulse
results in a larger echo.

III. Even though the same pump pulse has been used for both
DEER4 and nDEER4, the apparent modulation depth of
nDEER4 is larger than for DEER4. However, the echo310

amplitude for nDEER4 is smaller than for DEER4.

IV. The nDEER4 signal has a less pronounced background
decay as compared to the DEER4 signal. While the
DEER4 background decay can be readily identified in
the plot, the decay contribution in nDEER4 is difficult315

to identify, even when comparing between the modulated
signal and the unmodulated signal in absence of the pump
pulse ®.

3.2 Theoretical considerations

In order to explain the experimental observations above, the320

dipolar modulation in DEER4 and nDEER4 is analyzed theo-
retically. As will become clear further below, observations I -
III can be understood by considering a pair of coupled spins
(Section 3.2.1). To explain observation IV, effects related to

multiple spin partners need to be taken into account (Section 325

3.2.2). The analysis of the dipolar modulation is based on
mathematical expressions verified by product operator formal-
ism38. To complement the mathematical description, pictorial
phase evolution diagrams39 are presented in Section 1 of the
ESI†. 330

The consequences of using frequency-swept refocusing pulses
are analyzed in Section 3.2.3 and in Section 2 of the ESI†.

3.2.1 Modulation formula for two spins. For two cou-
pled spin partners, we consider the (weak coupling) Hamilto-
nian 335

Ĥ0 = Ω1Ŝ1,z +Ω2Ŝ2,z +ω12Ŝ1,zŜ2,z (1)

where Ω1 and Ω2 are the resonance offsets of the observed and
the pumped spin, respectively, with respect to a rotating frame.
The angular frequency ω12 is the dipole-dipole coupling be-
tween the two electron spins. In the following analysis, we
consider all pulses to be either perfectly selective with respect
to the observed spin S1 and the pumped spin S2, or perfectly
non-selective. Moreover, we neglect any effects related to the
frequency sweep of the non-selective pulses. These effects
are considered later in Section 3.2.3. In this case, the dipolar
modulation formulas of the DEER4 and nDEER4 echoes, at
the time instant where the resonance offsets refocus, are

VDEER4(t)|main = cos(ω12 · t) (2)
VnDEER4(t)|main = cos(ω12 · (t− τ2 + τ1)) (3)

The dipolar modulation has therefore its zero point at t = 0
for DEER4 and at t = τ2−τ1 for nDEER4, which explains the
different refocusing times observed experimentally (observa-
tion I). In fact, the nDEER4 evolution pathway that refocuses
towards the end of the DEER4 signal at t = τ2− τ1 is a resid-
ual artifact in experimental data due to pulse imperfections
and spectral overlap40 (see ”inversion pattern 8” in Table 1
of ref.40). Moreover, the ’2+1’ experiment is a mixed case,
since dipolar evolution pathways with selective refocusing as
well as with non-selective refocusing contribute significantly
to the ’2+1’ signal41.
For observation II, namely the different DEER4 and nDEER4
echo intensities in absence of the pump pulse, we consider the
dipolar evolution if the coupled spin is not inverted. In this
case, we find

VDEER4(t)|no pump = 1 (4)
VnDEER4(t)|no pump = cos(ω12 · τsum) (5)

where τsum = τ1 + τ2. Both signals are unmodulated, since
they do not show any dependence on t. Nevertheless, nDEER4
causes dipolar evolution throughout the entire time window in
absence of the pump pulse. This is due the inability to refocus
the dipolar evolution with non-selective refocusing pulses8.
Essentially, the dipolar evolution in nDEER4 is refocused by
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the pump pulse. In DEER4, the role of the pump pulse is ex-
actly opposite, since the pump pulse introduces time-variable
defocusing of the dipolar evolution (whereas the selective re-
focusing pulses refocus the dipolar evolution).
In order to relate Eq. (5) to observation II, ensemble averag-
ing over a distribution of dipolar frequencies ω12 needs to be
taken into consideration. For the case that the time window
τsum is larger than the involved inverse frequencies 2π/ω12,
the signal in absence of the pump pulse is indeed attenuated
significantly as compared to the signal in presence of the pump
pulse (vide infra: dipolar attenuation).
Ensemble averaging is also a prerequisite to explain the mod-
ulation depth (observation III). In DEER4, the modulation
depth λ accounts for the fraction of spin pairs with inverted
partner spin. With probability λ , the modulated contribution
of an individual spin pair therefore adds a contribution of the
form of Eq. (2) to the ensemble-averaged DEER4 signal. With
probability (1−λ ), the contribution to the signal has the form
of Eq. (4). In the nDEER4 experiment, individual spin pairs
contribute according to Eqs. (3) and (5) with probability λ and
(1−λ ), respectively. This can be expressed mathematically as

VDEER4(t)|pairs = λ · 〈cos(ω12 · t)〉
+(1−λ ) · 〈1〉

(6)

VnDEER4(t)|pairs = λ · 〈cos(ω12 · (t− τ2 + τ1))〉
+(1−λ ) · 〈cos(ω12 · τsum)〉

(7)

where the brackets indicate ensemble averaging over ω12.
Eq. (6) corresponds to the DEER4 signal obtained with ideal
pulses from an ensemble of spin pairs without any geomet-
rical correlations (orientation selection) and without inter-
molecular couplings (background decay). The shape of this340

idealized DEER4 signal is well known and it is often referred
to as the DEER form factor, which is the signal obtained af-
ter background-correction of primary experimental data6. As
long as ideally selective pulses can be assumed40, the modula-
tion depth λ can be extracted with high accuracy from exper-345

imental DEER4 data. In essence, background-correction and
data normalization in DEER4 results in the form factor which
reaches an amplitude of 1.0 at t = 0, as prescribed by Eq. (6).
This aspect is different in nDEER4, where the form factor
according to Eq. (7) never reaches an amplitude of 1.0 for350

λ < 1. The reason for this is the non-modulated contribu-
tion with weight (1− λ ), which is attenuated by dipolar de-
phasing over the time period τsum. This renders extraction
of λ from experimental nDEER4 data difficult. In particu-
lar, background-correction and normalization of nDEER4 data355

results in an apparent nDEER4 form factor with maximum
amplitude of 1.0, which has a larger peak amplitude than the
actual nDEER4 form factor in Eq. (7). As a consequence,
the apparent nDEER4 modulation depth is larger than the real
modulation depth λ in Eq. (7), which is related to the fraction360

of inverted spin partners.
While the extraction of λ from the apparent nDEER4 form
factor is not trivial, it is important to notice that the mod-
ulated contributions of DEER4 and nDEER4 have the same
weighting factor λ . The two techniques thus intrinsically pro- 365

vide identical modulation amplitudes λ . Accordingly, the
larger apparent modulation depth in nDEER4 as compared
to DEER4 (observation III) is due to attenuation of the non-
modulated contribution, and it is not related to differences in
the actual modulation amplitude. 370

The fact that our experiment showed an even larger dipolar
modulation amplitude when going from DEER4 to nDEER4
(see Fig. 2d) is explained by the excitation bandwidth of
the pulses that are used in the experiment. In particular, the
broader bandwidth with chirp refocusing results in a larger 375

fraction of spins contributing to the nDEER4 modulation than
to the DEER4 modulation. When comparing datasets that re-
flect the amplitude of the raw echo signal, as in Fig. 2d, this
emerges as a further enhancement of the modulation ampli-
tude. While this is an important experimental aspect, it is not 380

the reason why the apparent nDEER4 modulation depth is so
much larger than the DEER4 modulation depth.
An additional experimental aspect to be mentioned is the pair-
labeling efficiency, which accounts for molecules where only
one of the two spins is attached. With the partner spin miss- 385

ing, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) does no longer apply. In gen-
eral, this means that singly-labeled molecules will contribute
differently to the signal. For the case here, singly-labeled
molecules contribute by an unmodulated contribution of am-
plitude 1.0 for both experiments, which formally corresponds 390

to Eq. (4). This implies that in DEER4, the contribution
of a singly-labeled molecule is equal to the contribution of a
doubly-labeled molecule where the parter spin is not inverted
by the pump pulse. As a consequence of this, the labeling effi-
ciency f attenuates λ and gives rise to an effective modulation 395

depth λ ′ = f λ of the DEER4 form factor42. If this effective
λ ′ is substituted into Eq. (6), non-ideal labeling can readily be
accounted for based on the modulation formula derived for a
pair of spins.
Such a substitution of λ ′ is not possible in nDEER4. In partic- 400

ular, the unmodulated contribution in nDEER4 is attenuated
due to dephasing by ω12τsum, which is no longer the case for
a singly-labeled molecule. One would therefore expect that
nDEER4 experiments performed with molecules that are dif-
ficult to label result in a rather pronounced unmodulated con- 405

tribution. Dipolar modulation is then superimposed by a large
unmodulated background, as for instance seen in Fig. S4 in the
ESI†. While this significantly changes the appearance of the
primary experimental data, it is important to notice that also
for non-ideal labeling, the relevant modulated contribution of 410

nDEER4 and DEER4 is of the same strength.
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3.2.2 Modulation formula for three spins. Observa-
tion IV is related to the inter-molecular background decay in
nDEER4. The incorporation of inter-molecular couplings re-
quires a more complicated spin topology than the spin pair
considered in the previous section. To keep the analysis as
comprehensible as possible, we thus add one single spin to the
scope of our problem and only focus on the relevant dipolar
pathways that serve to explain the nDEER4 background decay.
A more general modulation formula for multiple spins and re-
lated discussions are given in Section 3 of the ESI†. Adopting
the notation from the previous section, the Hamiltonian thus
becomes

Ĥ0 = Ω1Ŝ1,z +Ω2Ŝ2,z +Ω3Ŝ3,z

+ω12Ŝ1,zŜ2,z +ω13Ŝ1,zŜ3,z +ω23Ŝ2,zŜ3,z
(8)

where ω13 is the dipolar coupling between spins 1 and 3, and
ω23 is the dipolar coupling between spins 2 and 3. In gen-
eral, there are a number of dipolar evolution pathways for
such a three-spin system43. Without loss of generality, we415

here only consider the case where spin 1 acts as observer spin,
whereas spins 2 and 3 are non-observed spins that are even-
tually flipped by the pump pulse. The observed spin is there-
fore subject to dipolar evolution under the coupling ω12 to its
intra-molecular partner spin, as well as to evolution under the420

coupling ω13 to a remote spin residing on another molecule.
For such a configuration, there are four different contributions
to the ensemble-averaged signal:

i. Neither S2 nor S3 are inverted by the pump pulse

ii. Only S2 is inverted by the pump pulse425

iii. Only S3 is inverted by the pump pulse

iv. Both S2 and S3 are inverted by the pump pulse

To write down the ensemble-averaged modulation formula, we
assume that each of the spins S2 or S3 is inverted by the pump
pulse with probability λ . Hence, we obtain an expression that
formally corresponds to a previously derived three-spin mod-
ulation formula43

VDEER4(t)|3spin = (1−λ )2 · 〈1 ·1〉
+λ (1−λ ) · 〈cos(ω12 · t) ·1〉
+(1−λ )λ · 〈1 · cos(ω13 · t)〉
+λ

2 · 〈cos(ω12 · t) · cos(ω13 · t)〉

(9)

where the four lines in the equation correspond to the four
cases i-iv stated above. Here, the brackets indicate ensemble
averaging over ω12 and ω13. The two factors in each bracket
denote the pair-wise contributions related to these two dipolar
frequencies, respectively. These pair-wise contributions are
either unmodulated at an amplitude of 1.0, or modulated at

the corresponding dipolar oscillation frequency.
Notice that if ω12 and ω13 are not correlated, the pair-wise
contributions related to the intra-molecular and the inter-
molecular spin partner can be averaged separately. In this
case, Eq. (9) corresponds to the product of pair-wise con-
tributions according to Eq. (6). This is the principle be-
hind the well-known factorization of DEER data into an inter-
molecular and an intra-molecular contribution5. For macro-
molecules shock-frozen into glassy matrices, it is indeed very
reasonable to assume no correlation between the inter- and
intra-molecular conformations.
For nDEER4, the modulation formula has the same structure,
but different pair-wise contributions in the brackets. In partic-
ular,

VnDEER4(t)|3spin = (1−λ )2 · 〈cos(ω12 · τsum) · cos(ω13 · τsum)〉
+λ (1−λ ) · 〈cos

(
ω12 · t ′

)
· cos(ω13 · τsum)〉

+(1−λ )λ · 〈cos(ω12 · τsum) · cos
(
ω13 · t ′

)
〉

+λ
2 · 〈cos

(
ω12 · t ′

)
· cos

(
ω13 · t ′

)
〉

(10)

where we made use of the variable substitution t ′ = t−τ2+τ1.
Comparing the pair-wise contributions inside the brackets of
Eqs. (9) and (10), one observes the following two features 430

when substituting selective refocusing pulses by non-selective
pulses. The first feature is that the refocusing times of the
modulated pathways are shifted from t = 0 to t = τ2 − τ1.
This aspect was used to explain observation I for a spin pair
in Section 3.2.1. The second feature is that the unmodulated 435

nDEER4 pathways do no longer have amplitude 1.0, but ac-
quired phase over the entire pulse sequence duration, which
introduces dipolar attenuation. In Section 3.2.1, dipolar atten-
uation for spin pairs explained observations II and III. As we
will discuss in the following, it is this dipolar attenuation that 440

explains the background behavior observed experimentally.
For the three-spin system considered here, the time-dependent
background decay corresponds to contributions that are mod-
ulated by ω13. There are two such contributions in the mod-
ulation formulas, namely lines iii and iv. Each of these two 445

cases has distinct experimental consequences:
For case iii, the background decay is paired with the unmod-
ulated constant contribution of the intra-molecular partner.
Contributions of this type thus result in the apparent back-
ground decay observed in primary experimental data, i.e. the 450

apparent curvature in primary experimental data. For case iv,
the background decay is paired with the ω12 modulation. Such
a pairing results in combination frequencies between ω13 and
ω12, which introduces broadening of the dipolar spectrum. In
general, contributions of this type result in a more pronounced 455

decay of the time-domain modulation in primary experimen-
tal data, as compared to the pure inter-spin modulation by ω12.
Since the experimenter has no a priori knowledge on the exact
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shape of the ω12 modulation, contributions of the type iv are
difficult to identify in primary experimental data.460

When comparing cases iii and iv between DEER4 and
nDEER4, one recognizes that contributions according to iii
are attenuated when changing from DEER4 to nDEER4. Nev-
ertheless, contributions of the type iv that introduce broaden-
ing of dipolar spectra have identical amplitudes in nDEER4465

and DEER4. Our analysis therefore suggests that it is only the
apparent background curvature that is suppressed when go-
ing from DEER4 to nDEER4, which explains observation IV.
Contrary to the suppressed background curvature, however,
dipolar broadening caused by the background decay is not al-470

tered considerably when going from DEER4 to nDEER4.
While we here only considered a three-spin system with one
single inter-molecular spin partner, this concept can be extrap-
olated to multiple remote spins. In general, the apparent back-
ground curvature is connected to evolution pathways where475

the intra-molecular spin partner is not flipped by the pump
pulse. In nDEER4, dipolar attenuation suppresses any of these
contributions. Since these suppressed pathways have a proba-
bility weighting (1−λ ), the overall impact to the appearance
of experimental data is significant. The implications of this480

partial background suppression are discussed in Section 3 of
the ESI†, where generalized modulation formulas are derived,
and below in Section 3.3.
While cases iii and iv in the three-spin modulation formulas
above explain the background behavior, it is also important to485

consider cases i and ii. In particular, these contributions in-
troduce dipolar attenuation due to remote inter-molecular spin
partners. Since these remote partners are at a larger distance,
this type of attenuation is expected to be rather weak for the
molecule concentrations used within this study. In Section 4 in490

the ESI†, this expectation is confirmed by comparing DEER4
and nDEER4 data recorded from a mono-disperse solution of
nitroxide radicals. In addition to these supplementary results,
it is also noted that the experimental results in Fig. 2d vir-
tually exclude a significant loss due to dipolar attenuation by495

inter-molecular spin partners. In particular, the principal ω12
modulation was visibly larger for nDEER4 as compared to
DEER4, since the chirp refocusing pulses result in a larger
echo bandwidth. In presence of a strong suppression effect in-
troduced by inter-molecular spin partners, the nDEER4 mod-500

ulation would be smaller than the DEER4 modulation.

3.2.3 Interference due to chirp refocusing. An aspect
so far not considered is the influence of the frequency-swept
chirp refocusing pulses in nDEER4 on spin dynamics. In par-
ticular, these pulses invert different spin packets at different505

times. This does not correspond to a hypothetical hard pulse
that inverts all spin packets simultaneously. In fact, all the
modulation formulas derived in the previous sections are only
strictly valid for such an idealized hard pulse. In the follow-

ing, we discuss under which conditions the modulation for- 510

mulas derived so far also apply for the frequency-swept refo-
cusing pulses used in our experiment. On the one hand, the
frequency-progressive chirp excitation has an influence on the
evolution of the resonance offset, which affects echo forma-
tion. On the other hand, the chirp pulse inverts the coupled 515

spin partners one after another, which modifies the dipolar
evolution pathways.
With respect to the resonance offset, it is well known that
a pair of identical refocusing pulses compensates the chirp
effects. In particular, this was first recognized in the con- 520

text of NMR imaging experiments44 and later on generalized
to a pair of arbitrary refocusing pulses45. Importantly, the
pair-wise compensation does not only refocus the frequency-
progression of the chirp excitation, but it also removes tran-
sient Bloch-Siegert phase shifts induced by the refocusing 525

pulses. The suppression of such Bloch-Siegert shifts has two
advantages. First, it diminishes signal losses due to spatial
inhomogeneity in the driving field ν1. Second, it diminishes
phase errors in echo spectra due to the offset-dependence of
the Bloch-Siegert shift. Recently, we have observed that these 530

Bloch-Siegert phase shifts have a linear dependence on the
adiabaticity Qcrit of the refocusing pulse23, which suggests
that there is a general mechanism behind the transient phase
shifts exerted by frequency-swept refocusing pulses.
For the dipolar evolution pathways, compensation of chirp ef- 535

fects by a pair of refocusing pulses is possible under certain
conditions (see below). In order to consider this compensa-
tion effect with two refocusing pulses, the potential interfer-
ence brought by one single refocusing pulse is analyzed first.
It is noted that dipolar evolution throughout a frequency-swept 540

non-selective refocusing pulse has already been considered in
the analysis of the SIFTER experiment28. The basic effect is
that, unlike a hard non-selective pulse, which inverts both spin
partners simultaneously, the chirp pulse results in a non-zero
delay δ12 in-between the inversion of the two spin partners. 545

While the dipolar evolution throughout the pulse is unaffected
for a hard non-selective pulse, the delay δ12 will refocus dipo-
lar evolution during a total time period of 2δ12. The bottom
insets in Fig. S1 in the ESI† illustrate this effect. Accordingly,
each refocusing pulse in nDEER4 will shorten the dipolar evo- 550

lution phase by ω12δ12, as compared to the phase that would
be acquired for a hard pulse.
In general, the potential complication introduced by δ12 is that
the spectral distribution of the observed and pumped spins re-
sults in a distribution of δ12 times. If the spread in δ12 affects 555

the resultant dipolar modulation and becomes comparable to
the dipolar evolution period 2π/ω12, the different contribu-
tions to the dipolar modulation interfere and complicate data
analysis. For the particular case of nDEER4, however, the de-
lay δ12 does not affect the modulated contribution. In fact, the 560

inversion of the coupling Hamiltonian by the pump pulse in-
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between the two refocusing pulses balances the chirp-induced
phase loss ω12δ12 of each refocusing pulse: While the first
pulse causes a phase loss of ±ω12δ12, the second pulse causes
a loss of ∓ω12δ12 (See also Fig. S1 in the ESI†). Independent565

on the value of δ12, evolution under the coupling thus refo-
cuses at t ′ = 0.
With respect to the nDEER modulation formulas derived so
far, all factors that contribute to the nDEER modulation are
thus also valid for chirp refocusing pulses. Nevertheless, such570

mutual compensation of δ12 is no longer possible in the ab-
sence of the pump pulse. In this case, the phase losses of each
pulse add up to a total loss of 2ω12δ12 (or 2ω12δ13). To ac-
count for this in the derived modulation formulas, one would
therefore need to subtract this phase factor in each cosine func-575

tion that constitutes dipolar attenuation and therefore depends
on τsum. In the ESI† in Section 2, the distribution of δ12 for
our experimental conditions is estimated. As shown in Fig. S2
in the ESI†, the distribution is centered around δ12 = 10 ns and
has an overall spread of 20 ns. This timescale is negligibly580

small as compared to τsum, so that it can be neglected and the
formulas derived so far are also applicable for chirp refocus-
ing.
In summary, the delay δ12 introduced by each of the non-
selective refocusing pulses can only be compensated pair-wise585

if the coupling Hamiltonian is inverted in-between, as it is the
case for nDEER4. In the CP nDEER pulse sequences pre-
sented below in Section 4, pair-wise compensation will no
longer hold throughout the entire pulse sequence.
Notice also that under certain circumstances, it is possible590

to combine frequency-swept pulses with opposite sweep di-
rections to compensate chirp effects in the evolution under
spin-spin couplings46, as exemplified for DEER with multi-
ple pump pulses18. However, these strategies rely on excita-
tion schemes where the chirp pulse excites solely the pumped595

spins, which excludes the non-selective chirp refocusing en-
countered here. In particular, the delay δ12 has no dependence
on the sweep direction of the refocusing pulse.

3.3 Discussion

Based on our experimental results and theoretical analysis,600

we conclude that the substitution of the selective refocusing
pulses in DEER4 by non-selective pulses has three main con-
sequences. The first consequence is the shift of the zero time
of the dipolar oscillation. While this largely influences the
primary appearance of experimental data, this time shift does605

not manifest in a significant distinction between DEER4 and
nDEER4.
The second consequence is that the non-selective chirp refo-
cusing pulses in nDEER4 refocus the observer spins more effi-
ciently than the selective counterparts in DEER4. This results610

in a larger amplitude and bandwidth of the resulting nDEER4

modulation as compared to DEER4, which is advantageous in
terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and in terms of po-
tential complications due to imperfections of the refocusing
pulses. 615

The third consequence is the dipolar attenuation introduced
by unobserved spin partners that are not inverted by the pump
pulse. It is this property which makes a clear distinction be-
tween the spin dynamics of DEER4 and of nDEER4. In par-
ticular, some dipolar evolution pathways are attenuated more 620

than others, which introduces a filtering effect in nDEER4 that
is not present in DEER4.
The net filtering depends strongly on the topology of the spin
system under investigation and also on the inversion efficiency
λ of the pump pulse. For nitroxides at Q-band frequencies, 625

one operates close to λ = 0.5. In this regime, it is quite prob-
able to not flip a coupled partner spin, since 1−λ ≈ λ ≈ 0.5.
With the coupled partner spin not flipped, the correspond-
ing evolution pathways are suppressed by the aforementioned
dipolar attenuation. 630

The spin topology of our model compound corresponds to di-
lute spin pairs, which is a topology encountered in many stud-
ies involving pair-wise spin-labeling of biomacromolecules.
In this case, dipolar attenuation by the spatially close partner
spin on the same molecule introduces significant suppression 635

of any dipolar evolution pathway that is not contributing to
the principal dipolar oscillation. These suppressed contribu-
tions include the apparent curvature in primary experimental
data due to the inter-molecular background, as well as all non-
modulated contributions. This filtering has both advantages 640

and disadvantages:
The advantage of the filtering is that the primary experimental
nDEER4 signal comes close to the principal dipolar oscilla-
tion that is of interest for pair-wise distance determination. Po-
tential complications due to the correction of the apparent cur- 645

vature during post-processing are thus expected to be smaller
for nDEER4 as compared to DEER4. In particular, incomplete
correction of the background curvature results in artificial con-
tributions at long distances. While the suppressed background
curvature reduces the uncertainty with respect to such artifi- 650

cial contributions, it enhances the uncertainty with respect to
broadening of the dipolar spectrum. In particular, the intra-
molecular dipolar spectra in nDEER4 and DEER4 experience
comparable broadening by the inter-molecular dipolar spec-
trum. In DEER4, this broadening is removed by dividing pri- 655

mary data by the inter-molecular background decay extracted
from primary data5. In nDEER4, the background decay as
extracted from primary data is less pronounced, so that divi-
sion by the suppressed background decay does not completely
remove the aforementioned broadening (see also Section 3 in 660

the ESI†). In order to keep this residual broadening negli-
gible, nDEER4 is therefore dedicated to systems where the
intra-molecular contribution decays much faster than the inter-
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molecular contribution. In this work, the compounds were di-
luted to 50 µM. As we will show further below in Section 4,665

no significant broadening could be detected when comparing
nDEER4 to DEER4 at these concentrations. However, one
would expect that larger concentrations or local crowding re-
sult in significant broadening.
Shortcomings related to the filtering in nDEER4 are that infor-670

mation related to the suppressed contributions is more difficult
to extract. In particular, the unmodulated contribution of am-
plitude 1.0 in DEER4 allows for an estimate of the modulation
depth, which is no longer the case in nDEER4. In particu-
lar, quantification of the modulation depth allows to estimate675

the pair-wise labeling efficiency42 or the number of intra-
molecular spin partners47, given that the pump pulses are well
characterized. Moreover, suppression of the background cur-
vature in nDEER4 makes it difficult to extract the true back-
ground decay from nDEER4 data. Besides the above men-680

tioned aspect related to deconvolution of background broaden-
ing from dipolar spectra, knowledge of the background decay
provides insight into the intra-molecular topology. In particu-
lar, extraction of the background decay in DEER4 provides
insight into the local molecule concentration48–50. For the685

molecule concentration around 50 µM used in this work, the
residual background decay in nDEER data was removed us-
ing automatic background correction in DeerAnalysis 201651

(see below in Fig. 4b). For this correction, a stretched expo-
nential function is fitted to the nDEER decay in such a way as690

to minimize artificial contributions at long distances. Further
data is required to verify if this strategy also works at larger
concentrations and for different spin geometries.
Other than the spin topology of diluted spin pairs, it is worth
to consider the filtering for another common topology, namely695

molecules with more than two spin labels. In this case, there
is more than one intra-molecular spin parter that is effective
in suppressing dipolar pathways that do not contribute to its
modulation. The least attenuated pathway is therefore the
one where all intra-molecular spin partners are inverted by the700

pump pulse. This corresponds to the highest possible mix-
ing product in a multi-spin system42,43. On multi-spin sys-
tems, nDEER4 therefore favors the largest combination prod-
ucts. This is opposite to DEER4, where one usually tries to
avoid the presence of any combination products42. nDEER4705

has therefore the potential to provide complementary informa-
tion on such multi-spin systems.

4 Dynamical decoupling by multiple refocusing

In this section, experimental schemes that combine non-
selective DEER with dynamical decoupling are presented.710

The principal aspects of the nDEER modulation, as discussed
in the previous Section, remain unchanged when incorporat-
ing dynamical decoupling. We thus aim for sequences that

provide the same information content as nDEER4, but with
enhanced sensitivity due to dynamical decoupling. 715

The main motivation to incorporate dynamical decoupling
schemes into DEER is to prolong the phase memory time to
access longer distances29. Existing approaches rely on selec-
tive refocusing pulses which refocus the observer spins. Since
the timing of these refocusing pulses has an influence on the 720

dipolar evolution throughout the sequence, the incorporation
of CP pulse trains into DEER requires multiple pump pulses
for best use of the available time window. In particular, a
CP train with N refocusing pulses in DEER requires the same
number of pump pulses29. The total number of pulses for CP 725

DEER is therefore 2N +1.
Due to the introduction of multiple pump pulses, these CP
DEER schemes entail a specific challenge. In particular, the
intended CP DEER evolution pathway requires the pumped
spins to be flipped by each of the N pump pulses. The pump 730

pulse should therefore be highly frequency selective, meaning
that the pulse should invert spins inside its excitation window
with an efficiency of 100%, while not affecting spins outside
its excitation window. Even when using pump pulses with
hyperbolic-secant modulation functions, which in theory are 735

highly frequency selective, the intended evolution pathway is
superimposed by unwanted pathways30. These artifact path-
ways complicate data analysis in CP DEER. Another aspect
related to N > 2 pump pulses is that the generation of the time
axis by the pump pulses to acquire t is not necessarily straight- 740

forward to understand.
With non-selective refocusing, the timing of the refocusing
pulses does not influence the dipolar evolution throughout the
refocusing pulse. This provides more flexibility in the imple-
mentation of CP nDEER and ultimately allows to use a smaller 745

number of pulses for a given number N of refocusing pulses
as in CP DEER (see below).
The results below in Section 4.1 are presented as follows.
First, Section 4.1.1 presents the actual implementation of a
CP refocusing train with N = 2 and N = 4 pulses into nDEER. 750

In this context, peculiar features that are specific to the CP
nDEER implementation and apparent in primary experimen-
tal data are taken into consideration. Section 4.1.2 then ad-
dresses the quality of CP nDEER data. In particular, this sec-
tion assesses the relative intensity of unwanted artifact path- 755

ways achievable with non-selective refocusing. This assess-
ment is initiated with a comparison of experimental data ob-
tained with CP nDEER, nDEER4 and DEER4. Then, Section
4.1.3 shows to which extent a larger number of non-selective
refocusing pulses in CP nDEER is advantageous. 760

4.1 Results

4.1.1 CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER pulse sequences.
The observer sequence with N = 2 non-selective refocusing
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pulses is shown in the top of Fig. 3a. Besides the pulses, the
primary and the refocused primary echo are indicated by the765

Gaussian profiles. The primary echo is broader in time do-
main, because it corresponds to a frequency-progressive spin
echo, whereas the refocused primary echo is narrower since all
spin packets refocus at the same time44,52. The delay between
the two refocusing pulses is parametrized by the variable τ .770

Since the refocusing pulses are non-selective, the pump spin
is also inverted. The π/2−π −π subsequence has therefore
no influence on the evolution of the dipolar coupling, except
for the small correction due to chirp refocusing pulses dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.3. The observed spins thus dephase un-775

der the dipolar interaction throughout the entire sequence du-
ration 2τ . In presence of the selective pump pulse placed at
a delay τ with respect to the first pulse, the dipolar interac-
tion is refocused and the net dipolar phase is controlled by
changing the position of the pump pulse along the black ar-780

row. As this arrow indicates, the pump pulse is shifted ahead
of the first refocusing pulse. The pump pulse is therefore mov-
ing through the refocusing pulse, while avoiding direct pulse
overlap. If this pulse skip would not be implemented, the CP2-
nDEER sequence would correspond to nDEER4 with timing785

τ1 = τ2 = τ/2. Such a sequence could only acquire the dipo-
lar evolution up to t = τ/2, which is half of the maximum
available time window. By skipping the refocusing pulse, the
CP2-nDEER pulse sequence makes use of virtually the entire
time window available and remains dead-time free. In fact,790

the time t in CP2-nDEER can be incremented up to the point
where the pump pulse immediately follows the first pulse.
Notice that in CP DEER with two selective refocusing pulses,
an analogous situation has been encountered: DEER4 with
CP timing of τ1 = τ2 = τ/2 could only acquire the dipolar795

evolution up to t = τ/2, which has been solved by introduc-
tion of a second pump pulse in the five-pulse DEER experi-
ment29. A conceptual difference remains between the intro-
duction of an additional pump pulse in CP DEER and pulse
skipping in CP nDEER. In particular, the pump pulse in CP2-800

nDEER can, in principle, be placed at any timing −τ < t < τ .
The CP2-nDEER modulation can thus always acquired be up
to the maximum t = τ , independent on the how many data
points for negative times t < 0 are acquired. Hypothetically,
one could acquire a symmetric CP2-nDEER modulation, as it805

is for instance possible in DQC and SIFTER experiments. In
five-pulse DEER, the maximum possible evolution time t = τ

is offset by the small number of data points recorded at t < 0.
Nevertheless, moving the pump pulse through the first refo-
cusing pulse in CP nDEER constrains the choice of the time810

increment ∆t, such that direct overlap of pulses is avoided.
As described in Section 2.2, our short and intense refocusing
pulses allowed for ∆t = 96 ns. In addition, the pair-wise refo-
cusing of the delay δ12 is no longer compensated if the pump
pulse is no longer placed in-between the two refocusing pulses815
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Fig. 3 nDEER sequences with dynamical decoupling. (a)
CP2-nDEER sequence with two non-selective chirp refocusing
pulses. The pump-only pulse position is stepped from right to left,
while avoiding direct overlap with all other pulses. The evolution
time t of the principal modulation has its zero in the middle of the
sequence, as marked by the vertical line. (b) CP4-nDEER sequence
with four non-selective chirp refocusing pulses, where t = 0 is also
in the middle. (c) Raw signals V (t) for CP2-nDEER (green) and
CP4-nDEER (magenta), showing both the real (solid) and imaginary
(dotted) components. Both curves are normalized to the echo
intensity obtained with a nDEER4 experiment at the same evolution
time (see below in Fig. 4). The delays τ between the refocusing
pulses were set to 21.888 µs and 11.136 µs for CP2-nDEER and
CP4-nDEER, respectively, and 27 scans were averaged each.

(see Section 3.2.3). The nDEER modulation is thus affected
by a net uncertainty in the time axis of 2δ12 for |t| > τ/2.
For our experimental parameters, this corresponds to an un-
certainty of 40 ns (see Section 2 in ESI†).
The extension of CP2-nDEER to CP4-nDEER is straightfor- 820

ward and is illustrated in Fig. 3b. Dipolar evolution is anal-
ogous as in CP2-nDEER, which means that the pump pulse
is now moving through both the second and the first refocus-
ing pulse. With four refocusing pulses, the total uncertainty in
the time t is increased from 40 ns to 80 ns. In particular, af- 825
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ter skipping one single refocusing pulse at |t|> τ/2, the time
axis adopts the same uncertainty of 2δ12 as in CP2-nDEER.
After skipping also the second refocusing pulse at |t|> 3τ/2,
the uncompensated contribution from all refocusing pulses en-
hances the uncertainty to 4δ12.830

Primary experimental data for CP2-nDEER (green) and CP4-
nDEER (purple) are shown in Fig. 3c, where details on the
pulse sequence timing τ are given in the caption. The depicted
real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) components were normal-
ized to the maximum echo amplitude obtained in a nDEER4835

experiment with identical dipolar evolution time (see below).
As is readily seen, there are abrupt phase jumps in the primary
data. These are related to the transient Bloch-Siegert phase
shift induced by the pump pulse on the observed spins53. In
particular, this shift is either positive or negative, depending840

on the number of refocusing pulses in-between the first exci-
tation pulse and the pump pulse. Skipping over the refocusing
pulses thus changes the sign of the transient phase shift. Since
the echo phase of experimental data was determined at t = 0,
the phase jumps of CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER are in op-845

posite directions. This is explained by the different number of
refocusing pulses, which precede the pump pulse at t = 0.
As detailed in the ESI† in Section 5, these phase jumps can
be removed rather well using a root-mean-square minimiza-
tion of the imaginary component related to each of the two850

segments. While this procedure resulted in continuous data
for CP4-nDEER, the amplitude of the CP2-nDEER signal
turned out to be attenuated after skipping the refocusing pulse.
This amplitude jump was observed in all CP2-nDEER data, is
currently not understood, and was corrected for during post-855

processing. Further discussions on this aspect are found in
the ESI† in Section 5, where all phase and amplitude jumps
are also analyzed by considering the spectral impurity of the
sample tube that was co-recorded during each experiment.

4.1.2 Data quality achieved by CP nDEER. In order to860

assess the quality of CP nDEER data, CP2-nDEER and CP4-
nDEER data are compared to DEER4 and nDEER4. Conse-
quently, the CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER data corrected ac-
cording to the procedures detailed in the ESI† are shown in
Fig. 4a, using the same colors as in Fig. 3. Raw data obtained865

for DEER4 (orange) and nDEER4 (blue) at identical evolu-
tion times t are also shown, where the time axis of nDEER4
was adjusted according to its zero time. The enhancement of
the echo amplitude due to the CP pulse train becomes evident
when comparing echo amplitudes of CP2-nDEER and CP4-870

nDEER with nDEER4.
Processing of these experimental datasets with DeerAnalysis
201651 resulted in the data shown in panels (b) - (d). In par-
ticular, panel (b) shows the background corrected form fac-
tors, which were scaled and vertically displaced to provide875

unity modulation amplitude. These curves allowed to com-
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Fig. 4 Comparison of DEER4 (orange), nDEER4 (blue),
CP2-nDEER (green), and CP4-nDEER (magenta). DEER4 and
nDEER4 had τ1 = 400 ns and τ2 = 22 µs. The time axis t of
nDEER4 was adjusted according to the zero time of the dipolar
modulation. The timing of CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER was as
described in Fig. 3. All data acquired with 27 scans each. (a) Real
(solid) and imaginary (dashed) components of V (t), where raw
CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER data from Fig. 3c were corrected as
described in the text. All signals are normalized to the nDEER4
echo amplitude. (b) Form factors obtained by automatic background
fitting within DeerAnalysis 201651. All form factors are normalized
to unity modulation and displaced vertically. (c) Dipolar spectra of
the form factors in panel b, where the inset shows a zoom of the
peak. (d) Regularized distance distributions normalized to
maximum intensity each. Selection of regularization parameters
using the L-curve criterion54,55 resulted in small parameters,
namely [0.26, 0.26, 0.15, 0.11], respectively.

pare the SNR of the various experiments and revealed an SNR
improvement of at least two when going from DEER4 to ei-
ther CP2-nDEER or CP4-nDEER. Panels (c) and (d) illustrate
the dipolar spectrum and regularized distance distributions. 880

Within experimental uncertainty, all four experiments revealed
the same distance information. Nevertheless, there are some
tiny differences seen on a close look at the main peak in the
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dipolar spectrum (see zoom inset). In particular, this peak
was largest for DEER4, which could in principle be an ef-885

fect related to broadening of the nDEER spectra by the resid-
ual background decay (see Section 3). However, the DEER4
trace also features a rather pronounced modulation refocusing
at the end of the trace due to the second refocusing pulse act-
ing as a non-selective pulse40, which also contributes to the890

main dipolar peak. In any case, these small differences in the
spectra did not result in a significant change of the resulting
distance distributions, even at the extraordinary small regular-
ization parameters used here.
However, the introduction of multiple non-selective refocus-895

ing pulses is prone to artifacts. In particular, the non-selective
refocusing pulses have an inversion efficiency below 100%
(see Fig. 2b). There is therefore a finite probability that the
refocusing pulses do not invert either the pumped or the ob-
served spins. If the observed spins are not refocused, there is900

no contribution to the relevant echo due to the phase cycle used
here (see Section 2.2). If the pumped spins are not inverted by
the refocusing pulse, the dipolar evolution pathway is altered.
In fact, nDEER with a N-pulse CP train relies on N + 1 flips
of the pumped spins. Here, the N flips are realized by the905

broadband refocusing pulses that invert the spins almost adia-
batically. The additional ’+1’ flip is done by the pump pulse.
The chance for the chirp pulse to not flip a pumped spin is
on the order of 2% - 4%, as deduced from the experimental
pulse characterization in Fig. 2b. In the ESI† in Section 6, we910

analyze the dipolar evolution of all relevant artifacts both ex-
perimentally and theoretically. Moreover, we characterize the
artifact level in our experiments by comparing CP2-nDEER
and CP4-nDEER data in Section 7 of the ESI†. The artifact
level observed in these data confirms that the probability for915

not flipping a pumped spin was indeed below 4%.
Having identified the positions where the unwanted dipolar
evolution pathways refocus, it is actually possible to recog-
nize these artifacts in the data presented in Fig. 4b. In par-
ticular, the CP4-nDEER modulation had the most extended920

dipolar oscillations among the performed experiments, which
is well perceived on a close look at the oscillations during the
last quarter of the evolution window. In fact, the modulation
peak around 16.5 µs had a larger amplitude than its two adja-
cent modulation peaks. With respect to the resulting distance925

distribution, these artificial modulations may also explain the
smaller regularization parameter (see caption). This extended
artificial oscillation for CP4-nDEER is also the reason why
the spectral peak of CP4-nDEER was slightly stronger than
the overlapping peaks of CP2-nDEER and nDEER4 (see zoom930

inset).

4.1.3 Efficiency of dynamical decoupling. The results
shown in Fig. 4 revealed the largest echo amplitude for the
CP2-nDEER experiment, while CP4-nDEER had a slightly
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Fig. 5 Prolongation of coherence time in nDEER by dynamical
decoupling. (a) Dependence of nDEER echo V (t = 0) with
refocused dipolar evolution on sequence length techo for nDEER4
(blue), CP2-nDEER (green), and CP4-nDEER (magenta). The pulse
delays τ for CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER were set to a half and a
quarter of techo, respectively. For nDEER4, τ2 = techo/2− τ1 with τ1
= 400 ns. Each dataset was acquired during 14 min and reached up
to techo = 100 µs. Results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were acquired at
techo around 44 µs. (b) Initial modulation acquired with
CP2-nDEER (green) and CP4-nDEER (magenta) with τ set to
43.776 µs and 22.080 µs, respectively. With respect to panel b,
these data correspond to techo around 88 µs. Data acquired for 20
min each (10 scans).

smaller amplitude. In the following, we examine the origin 935

of the observed amplitudes. In particular, Fig. 5a shows the
decay of the relevant echo as a function of the overall pulse
sequence time techo for the three nDEER experiments, where
the same colors as in Figs. 3 and 4 were used. The timings
for this experiment are detailed in the caption. Importantly, 940

the depicted curves correspond to the echo where the dipolar
evolution was refocused, such that echo decays were acquired
with the pump pulse at the corresponding zero position.
By comparing CP2-nDEER with nDEER4, the advantage of
the CP pulse spacing with respect to the fluctuating nuclear 945

spin environment encountered in our model sample is ob-
served. In particular, the CP2-nDEER echo was strictly larger
than the nDEER4 echo. When going from an N = 2 to an
N = 4 CP pulse train, one would expect that dynamical de-
coupling is further improved31,32. This manifests in a less 950

steep echo decay as a function of techo. When comparing
CP4-nDEER to CP2-nDEER, this is indirectly seen in the
data. In particular, the CP4-nDEER decay starts at short techo
with a smaller echo intensity since the refocusing pulses are
non-ideal. Despite the smaller intensity at the start, the CP4- 955

nDEER echo becomes larger than the CP2-nDEER echo for
techo > 47 µs. The improved dynamical decoupling when go-
ing from N = 2 to N = 4 is thus indeed observed. Notice that
the experiments presented in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 were
performed around techo = 44 µs, which explains why CP2- 960

nDEER had a larger echo amplitude than CP4-nDEER in these
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experiments.
Notice further that the ortho-terphenyl matrix is per-deuterated
and causes an extraordinarily long phase memory time of 21
µs already in the absence of dynamical decoupling.965

An important observation is that while the change from N = 2
to N = 4 refocusing pulses results in a less steep decay, the
efficiency of the refocusing pulses may offset the potential
gain when increasing N. In this respect, the chirp refocusing
pulses employed here are advantageous as compared to the970

monochromatic refocusing pulses used in previous CP DEER
experiments29,30,33. This becomes apparent when comparing
the pulse excitation profiles in Fig. 2b, where much larger in-
version efficiency was obtained for the chirp refocusing pulse.
In Section 8 of the ESI†, we compare the echo decay with non-975

selective refocusing shown in Fig. 5a to the corresponding
echo decay with selective monochromatic refocusing, where
the latter resulted in a more pronounced performance reduc-
tion.
In order to demonstrate that there is a potential for signifi-980

cant signal enhancement when changing from CP2-nDEER to
CP4-nDEER for techo > 47 µs, we recorded the initial part of
the CP2-nDEER and CP4-nDEER modulation for techo around
88 µs (see Fig. 5b). This corresponds to pulse sequences with
twice the pulse spacings τ as in the previous sections. Due to985

a gating limitation of our high-power amplifier, we only acti-
vated the amplifier when a pulse was sent to the amplifier and
disabled it in-between pulses (see also Section 2.2 and Section
5 of ESI†).
When comparing the CP4-nDEER modulation in Fig 5b to the990

CP2-nDEER modulation, the sensitivity improvement is on
the order of 3. Even at this long pulse sequence duration, the
improvement related to the echo intensity at t = 0 translates
into a corresponding improvement in the modulation ampli-
tude. Notice that this is not necessarily the case for the sample995

studied here due to the E’ centers in the sample tube, which
have a longer phase memory time than the nitroxide labels
and could introduce offsets. In order to avoid such compli-
cations, high-temperature annealing of the clear fused quartz
tube prior to sample insertion is recommended.1000

4.2 Discussion

Overall, CP pulse trains by non-selective chirp refocusing
have proven to be very promising for distance determination.
In particular, the CP nDEER pulse sequences require a smaller
number of pulses than CP DEER for a given number N of re-1005

focusing pulses (N + 2 vs. 2N + 1). Only the first excitation
pulse and the pump pulse are selective and determine the ob-
served and the pumped spin packets. The refocusing pulses
do not need to be frequency-selective, so that short and in-
tense pulses allow for inversion performance close to the adia-1010

batic limit. DEER schemes with multiple pump pulses on the

contrary rely on multiple selective pulses, whose non-ideal ex-
citation profiles result in accumulation of significant artifacts
throughout the pulse sequence.
The superior rejection of artifacts related to pulse imperfec- 1015

tions in nDEER allowed to perform experiments with N = 4
refocusing pulses and analyze the data without corrections for
artificial dipolar modulations. In fact, these residual dipo-
lar modulations contributed only by 3.5%. We are currently
not aware of CP DEER experiments with N = 4 refocusing 1020

pulses. In addition, the experiments presented with N = 2
and N = 3 refocusing pulses contained larger artificial mod-
ulations, which required dedicated data processing or experi-
mental schemes to recover the modulation of interest18,29,30.
The time incrementing scheme of the pump pulse in CP 1025

nDEER is easier to understand than for CP DEER and also
makes use of the maximum possible time window. However,
the unique pulse skipping employed in nDEER also has its dis-
advantages. In particular, primary data was affected by large
phase jumps and in some cases also by detectable amplitude 1030

jumps after skipping a pulse (see ESI†). The phase jumps are
related to Bloch-Siegert phase shifts and could be removed re-
liably using an automated phase correction. Amplitude jumps
are not that well understood and were most significant for
CP2-nDEER with N = 2 refocusing pulses, while virtually 1035

absent for CP4-nDEER with N = 4 refocusing pulses. For
CP2-nDEER, the jump was adjusted below the noise level
by an amplitude correction. Notice that both the phase and
the amplitude jumps observed experimentally affected a se-
ries of data points by a complex multiplication factor. Such 1040

a constant multiplication factor is easier to correct than a
time-dependent artificial modulation caused by pulse imper-
fections. In particular, amplitude offsets beyond the noise
level are readily recognized by the residual to a fit to exper-
imental data computed with established DEER data analysis 1045

software.
Pulse skipping also constrains the minimum time increment
∆t of the pump pulse. One could circumvent this limitation
by also changing the position of the refocusing pulse during
the pulse skip. In this way, the pulse skip is realized by the 1050

time increment ∆t by the pump pulse accomplished by a larger
step ∆nonsel into the other direction. The pitfall of such an ap-
proach is that the shifting of the refocusing pulse position by
∆nonsel is prone to introduce an amplitude jump. Another way
to circumvent the limitation on the minimum ∆t is to utilize 1055

two pump pulses instead of one. In this way, the lost time
gap while skipping a refocusing pulse can be compensated by
moving the second pump pulse. Indeed, both these approaches
require versatile pulse sequence programming. In a prelimi-
nary implementation of nDEER, we performed pulse skipping 1060

by two pump pulses (data not shown). Besides introducing
spurious dipolar modulation pathways, a serious limitation of
this approach was related to the Bloch-Siegert phase jumps
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that are also observed with a single pump pulse. In particu-
lar, pulse skipping with multiple pump pulses resulted in con-1065

stellations where the Bloch-Siegert shifts exerted by each of
the pump pulses were either added together or compensated
by subtraction. This resulted in very pronounced amplitude
jumps, since the compensation of Bloch-Siegert phase shifts
alleviates losses introduced by spatial inhomogeneity of the1070

driving field23,45.
As it seems difficult to remove the limitation on the minimum
time increment ∆t without introducing additional complica-
tions, the minimum ∆t of 96 ns imposes a restriction on dis-
tances shorter than 3 nm, whose modulation pattern would re-1075

quire a shorter time increment. We would expect that for most
systems, where dynamical decoupling is beneficial in terms of
sensitivity, the distance range is beyond this limitation from
∆t. Note also that we consider the limitation due to ∆t to be
more severe with respect to short distances than the uncer-1080

tainty in the time axis due to interference from chirp excita-
tion. While pulse skipping progressively enhances this uncer-
tainty, it is absent up to the first pulse skip. With respect to the
dampened modulation patterns that are encountered in spin-
labeled molecules, the most critical initial decay around t = 01085

is thus not affected by interference from chirp excitation.
For the fluctuating nuclear spin environment encountered in
our model compound, CP nDEER techniques prolonged the
potential sequence duration into a regime where limitations
due to the power amplifier were encountered. Clearly, the at-1090

tainable sequence duration strongly depends on the actual nu-
clear spin environment and little is currently known about this
aspect. For proton-containing environments, faster decays are
expected, where instrumental limitations are no longer an is-
sue. In general, the optimum number N of refocusing pulses1095

can be chosen by selecting the sequence that achieves the
largest echo for the required sequence duration. For systems
that exhibit faster relaxation decays than encountered in this
study, the optimum number N may be larger than 4. With the
efficient suppression of residual dipolar modulations achieved1100

by nDEER, we would not expect significant additional com-
plications when going to CP6-nDEER or even higher. In
many practical applications, the spurious dipolar modulation
by 3.5% would be on the order of the noise level. One critical
limitation when increasing the number of refocusing pulses1105

may be encountered for systems that exhibit pronounced nu-
clear modulation effects due to forbidden transitions, which
are also excited by chirp refocusing pulses23,56,57. In particu-
lar, the CP timing of the refocusing pulses could enhance such
modulation effects58.1110

With respect to potential broadening by incomplete deconvo-
lution of the inter-molecular background decay, we note that
the CP nDEER techniques face the same limitations as dis-
cussed for nDEER4 in Section 3.3. The concentration should
thus be kept at a small level. For the primary purpose of1115

CP nDEER, which is the determination of long distances, it
is worth to notice that dilute spin concentrations as encoun-
tered in this study are also favorable in ordinary DEER exper-
iments5. In particular, the sensitivity problem that arises when
determining long distances is not solved by increasing concen- 1120

tration and dilute samples with a weak background decay are
favored.

5 Summary

The substitution of non-selective refocusing pulses into DEER
pulse sequences selects a dipolar evolution pathway with 1125

unique characteristics. In particular, non-selective refocus-
ing leads to suppression of unmodulated contributions to the
nDEER signal, which is an effect that we refer to as dipolar
attenuation. The attenuation strength depends on the topology
of the spin cluster under investigation. 1130

The most common topology corresponds to pairs of spins di-
luted in a disordered solid. In this case, primary nDEER
and DEER data encode the same principal dipolar oscillation.
Nevertheless, primary DEER and nDEER data emerge differ-
ently, because the non-modulated contributions are attenuated 1135

in nDEER. On the one hand, the loss of these non-modulated
contributions in nDEER is connected to a loss of comple-
mentary information that is available in DEER. On the other
hand, the principal dipolar oscillation that is relevant for dis-
tance determination can be recorded at a larger sensitivity us- 1140

ing nDEER. Especially the extension to dynamical decoupling
with a CP train of refocusing pulses renders nDEER a promis-
ing technique for extending the range of accessible distances.
To the best of our knowledge, the presented CP nDEER ex-
periments so far feature the best rejection of unwanted evolu- 1145

tion pathways related to pulse imperfections. Accordingly, CP
nDEER at the performance of our Q-band spectrometer does
not require additional post-processing to correct for these un-
wanted pathways, at least up to the N = 4 refocusing pulses
realized in this study. 1150

As highlighted in the theoretical analysis of nDEER, a poten-
tial complication of nDEER data analysis is related to the de-
convolution of broadening effects due to the inter-molecular
background. Notably, this broadening effect is present in both
DEER and nDEER data. However, dipolar attenuation hin- 1155

ders the extraction from primary nDEER data. At present, the
scope of nDEER is therefore limited to systems that are diluted
to local concentrations as encountered in this study (50 µM)
or lower, where broadening effects were not resolved. Further
research towards these broadening effects may also stimulate 1160

alternate approaches for background deconvolution for both
DEER and nDEER.
Other than the topology of diluted spin pairs, biomacro-
molecules may feature a network of more than two coupled
spin partners. In this case, it is important to note that theory 1165
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predicts the principal oscillations of DEER and nDEER to be
different. In particular, dipolar attenuation introduces a filter-
ing effect that prefers the pathway where all coupled spin part-
ners contribute to the modulation. Accordingly, nDEER on
systems with multiple inter-molecular spin partners provides1170

complementary information to DEER for use in structure de-
termination.
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